The freezer you've been waiting for.

Here's a compact 6.7 cu.ft. bio-freezer designed to fit into any lab. With a purchase price and low operating costs ideal for any lab budget.

The design operating temperature of -86°C is guaranteed in a +85°F ambient ... no other manufacturer will make that guarantee. Our rugged steel cabinet is bonded to an embossed aluminum inner liner with a minimum 5" foamed-in-place urethane insulation. And the all-Freon cascade refrigeration system is designed for field service with easy maintenance access.

The Alarm System is standard. Forma’s Auto-Charge Performance Monitor with self-charging nickel cadmium batteries and an alarm ringback provides immediate audible and visual warning during power failure/over-temp conditions.

The 6.7 cu.ft. Model 8107. The freezer you've been waiting for. Also available in a blood bank red cell design. From Forma ... the Freezer People.
Instant Fluorescence...
Just add the AO Vertical Illuminator

Now you can extend the versatility of your AO® MICROSTAR® Microscope with the simple addition of the new compact Vertical Illuminator for incident light fluorescence microscopy. It fits any Series 10 or 20 MICROSTAR Microscope; attaches easily and quickly; requires no additional alignment or adjustment.

Preselected barrier, exciter and dichroic filter combinations are mounted on individual, interchangeable Fluor Clusters which are fitted at each end of a slideway. A single lever positions the desired filter combination. There are no dials to rotate or loose filters to handle. Selection is simple, accurate, and fast.

A third position on the slide is open for transmitted brightfield. Switch from one to the other with ease.

Choice of 100W Tungsten Halogen or 50W Mercury Vapor light source. Both produce maximum fluorescence intensity regardless of specimen's thickness or density.

Fluorescence has never been easier. See your AO Dealer or representative for a demonstration on your AO Series 10 or 20 MICROSTAR Microscope... or ours. In the meantime — send for detailed brochure. American Optical, Scientific Instrument Division, Buffalo, N.Y. 14215.
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